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STUDENT'S GUIDE FOR USING MOODLE
Introduction
Moodle is an open source software platform that provides access to what, generally, can be
defined as teaching material, although this terminology must be duly clarified.
This is a platform, in fact, which not only allows access to view multimedia educational contents
(as documents, images, videos, links, etc.), but, more generally, permits to interact with the
teacher and other students through various contents and tools that can be provided by the teacher
himself. The platform allows you to:
•
•
•
•

view and optionally download files, and other contents made available by the teacher;
send messages to your teacher;
view calendars and events;
participate in those activities that, in Moodle terminology, are defined as activities made
available by the teacher, including
o quizzes, with open or multiple-choice questions;
o chat, for interaction with the teacher;
o discussion forums;
o questions of various kinds (for example on preferences related to educational
activities), placed by the teacher to the students;
o workshops;

beyond the possibility, if the teacher wished, to load directly into the platform, projects, term
papers and, in general, tasks assigned by the same.
Moodle system courses
The Moodle system basic concept, on which are based all functionalities for loading and
management of teaching materials (as well as other useful tools available) is the concept of
course. According to the meaning of Moodle, a course is a virtual “space” where students can find
the generic teaching material related to a specific teaching or teaching activity, introduced through
specific organizations and subdivisions, generally called sections. In the case of the e-learning
platform of International Studies Ltd, each course provided corresponds to a Moodle course.
For accessing a Moodle course-specific material, the student must be authenticated to the system
(the material in the e-learning platform is available only after you are authenticated); for the
authentication the credentials sent by e-mail to the student must be inserted (for using them
please view the specific guide you can find here).
The environment
From the student point of view, the e-learning area looks like a website with a number of sections
each of which has links to various resources and activities. The working environment and layout
are very intuitive and easy to understand by making use of all the tools in the platform. The page
of access to the platform is accessible at this address: elearning.internationalstudies.uk.
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The first screen includes the welcome section and, in the central part, the list of categories of
courses (i.e. the thematic areas within which the various courses lie).

An important means of access to the contents of the platform, is the so-called side blocks, which
are, essentially, control and access panels to various system utilities.
Operationally, a block is nothing more than a side menu that contains a series of links to various
operations, such as those represented in the following pictures available in the student’s personal
pages after logged in.

It should be noted that the blocks are contextual, that is they vary according to the context in
which you are located. In two different contexts as, for example, the log in page before log in and
in that after logging in (or, more loosely, on different pages), you can find different blocks, or the
same blocks but containing different operations.
System requirements
The platform may be used both on Windows operating systems (all versions) and Linux and Mac
without the need to install additional software: the only technical requirement is to have a browser
such as, for example, Edge, Firefox, Google Chrome, Safari, and of course an internet connection.
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How to access the e-learning platform
In the home page of the e-learning area, click on the "Log in" link in the title bar at the right top
(see the picture below).

The log in page appears and, after entering your username and password in the username and
password fields in the login block (as specified in the Guide to their use which can be found here)
and clicking the "Log in" button, you can see the “Dashboard” page displayed.

In this page the navigation panel is displayed on the left, it contains some useful links to access
different features of the platform, and a few blocks on the right.
In the middle of the “Dashboard” page the student can find information related to, e.g.,
assignment, exam to be submitted, under the menu label “Timeline” (see the picture below).
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Furthermore, by clicking on the menu label “Courses”, the student can access to the list of the
enrolled courses (see the picture below).

The list of the enrolled courses can also be reached from the navigation panel located on the left
side.
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It is also possible to close/open the navigation panel from any page of the e-learning area
simply by clicking on the
/
buttons in the title bar on the left.
To enter your profile just click on your name on the top right corner in the title bar and to make
changes select “Profile".

Finally, the entry "Messages" allows students to interact, it is a way to be (virtually) together with
others and to freely express their creativity and their opinion on different topics (see the picture
above).
On the page “Site Home” you can use the field of search if you are looking for a particular course
(see the picture below).

User profile management
The user profile consists of five sections that are customizable and accessible from the block
"Online users" or by clicking first on your name on the top right corner in the title bar, and then on
"Profile" (see illustrations on the previous page).
First we focus on the tab "User picture" through which you can insert your own photo, trick that
can be an attractive way to enhance the sense of belonging to the group, giving a face to each of
the participants in the course.
To enter your photography, you must have your own image in digital format, JPG or PNG, not
more than 2 MB.
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The image is loaded on the profile through the "Upload a file" button in the section "User picture".

The user profile is composed of further four sections as follows:
•

"General", which is devoted to basic personal information (useful is the function that allows
to choose whom to show your own email address).
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•

"Additional names", which allows the customization of the name (for example, inserting the
phonetics for the first and last name, the middle name).

•

"Interests", which allows the inclusion of the topics of interest through tags separated by
commas.

•

"Optional", which allows the insertion of other personal information (such as Skype ID,
MSN, personal phone, web page).
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In addition, by clicking on your name at the top right of the title bar and selecting
"Preferences", you get to a page that contains links to configure some features:

•

•

•

"Forum preferences", that allows you to define the arrangements for automatic
subscription to forums. If this option is enabled, each time a user enters a new message in
a forum of the platform that will be sent by email to users included in the forum (built by
the function "Forum tracking" that displays, in every forum, unread messages making it
easy to find and read new messages). The concept of inclusion is linked in this case to this
feature, which is still switched on and off for each forum. In the user profile fits the default
mode that will be used at an early stage.
In this section you can also set preferences for email management closely related to
forums. In fact, once you subscribe to a forum, the system will email new messages and
allows you to indicate whether you want to receive individual messages just entered or if
you prefer a daily collection of all messages.
In turn the daily collection can be complete or can include only the titles of the messages.
Usually the most effective choice is the complete collection, thus you will receive a single
daily email containing all new messages.

"Message preferences", through which you can send, messages to the teacher or other
students in the course, in addition to displaying messages sent and received.
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Finally, by clicking on "Private files" from the navigation panel on the left side (or the block
“Private files” from the “Dashboard”), you are led to a page that allows you to maintain, within
your own profile, some files (it is essential to save changes after you add files).

Use of teaching materials
By logging on to our e-learning platform you can access the course material, but also all that it
provides. First, it is useful to specify the concept of "registration", which is similar to that of
"frequency" for a regular teaching carried out in presence of the teacher.
In our e-learning platform the registration cannot be made independently by the student.
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Once completed the registration, the student will receive his or her credentials to logon to the
selected course. As previously reported, once logged in, simply click "My courses" from the
navigation panel located on the left side to access the course materials to which the student is
enrolled.
The student can also access to the list of the enrolled courses by clicking on the menu label
“Courses” from the “Dashboard” page.

The following selection of the chosen course will display the page called home page of the course,
and is the main point of access to the course materials.
The structure of the home page of the course is quite simple and consists of:

•
•

•

the navigation panel on the left side of the page;
a series of partitions generically defined sections, aligned to the left, which often represent
the arguments of the course or the weeks of the course itself. Each section may be
introduced by a description and generally contains links to the educational material;
other blocks on the right.
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What has so far been defined generically educational material, in Moodle is defined through two
specific terms which are mentioned for completeness in this context, although the distinction
between the two is not relevant for the purposes of using that makes a student. These terms are:
•
•

"Resources", consisting of actual content;
"Activities", which mostly represents the tools of interaction between student and teacher
but also between student and student.

"Resources" may be, for example, pages created by faculty members directly in the platform,
which are displayed as ordinary web pages, either of files to download (including multimedia) or of
references to external web pages to the platform (here is a list of types attributable to
"Resources"):
text page or web page to be read directly from the platform;
folder that may contain various materials (to download);
link to an external website;
book divided into a collection of pages organized and thought as if they were chapters
of books;
SCORM learning object, type of resource that defines inside itself the features supported
by e-learning platforms, like ours, and consists of an organized "package" of materials
including multimedia related to a specific topic;
other types of files in word, excel, pdf, ppt, audios, videos that show the specific icon
and need, to be opened or downloaded, the related program or can do it automatically
through an RSS feed aggregation program or directly by the user (see the picture below).
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Are part of the "Activities" some interaction tools, including:
“Forum”, which is part of the so called asynchronous communication tools (such as
email), where the interaction and exchange of information takes place at different
times. The forum, for example, can act as a support in a particular subject area developed into
a section of the course where the teacher starts "discussions" with topics that students are
required to answer, participating with their reviews or responses;
"Glossary", for whose compilation can be called to join also the students. The glossary
is intended as a tool to study, if it is compiled entirely by the teacher, or as a truly
collaborative activity, if students need to contribute to the creation and/or updating entries;
"Lesson", which offers informative content allowing the teacher to create and manage a
collection of linked pages and with possible cascade windows. Each page normally ends
with a question and a number of possible responses. If the student's choice is correct, the
lesson progresses to the next page. Otherwise it goes back to a previous one. Navigating
through the lesson can be simple and straightforward or complex, depending largely on the
structure of the material to be introduced;
"Choice", which allows the teacher to ask a question and invite students to choose
among various answers. May be useful as a quick survey to stimulate discussion on a
topic, to allow the class to choose a direction in which to continue the course, to gather
support for a decision, etc.;
"Survey", which offers a number of useful tools to stimulate and enhance learning
online. Teachers can collect from students information which will help them to learn
more about the class and to reflect on their teaching method;
"Wiki", which is an editor that allows you to write documents collectively, using through
a web browser, a simple mark-up language (Wiki Markup) or the standard HTML editor.
Usually there is no check for acceptance of the changes. Most Wiki pages are open to the
public or at least to everyone who has access to the Wiki server. The Moodle Wiki module
allows participants to work together on web pages to add, expand and change the contents of
the same. Old versions of pages are never deleted and can be viewed and restored;
"Database", that allows teachers and students to insert an editable set of records
containing data of common interest within the course;
"Assignment", which represents a space that allows the teacher to assign students an
activity in which it is required to prepare digital content (in any format) and upload it
for further analysis. Typical tasks are examination texts, poems, essays, projects, reports, and
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so on. Performing the tasks can be in single/multiple delivery and online/offline and are usually
assessed by the teacher;
"Quiz", which allows the Teacher to design and prepare the tests for assessment,
including a number of questions of different kind, to be answered online. The quiz can
be used as a tool for self-assessment and might also be repeated. This depends on how the
teacher wants it to be set;
"BigBlueButton", tool external to the e-learning platform, which offers the possibility of
creating a virtual classroom synchronously sharing audio, video and training materials;
"Chat", which allows connected participants to have a discussion in real time
(synchronous) via the web. It is a useful way to have an immediate understanding of
the opinions of others and of the topics under discussion.
What then the teacher can provide and, consequently, the student can find within the sections of a
course, it is not represented only by files, folders, etc., but it can also consist of a number of tools
useful for supporting or checking the understanding of the course topics. In particular, to run a
quiz or a test of the course you must click on the link within the topic, or from the "Upcoming
events" and then on the related link.
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Here is how the quiz start page looks like immediately after clicking on the title.
To start the quiz or test you have to click on the button "Attempt quiz now" (see the picture
below).

Note that you can repeat the quiz only if the teacher has planned several attempts.
The quiz can also have a time limit for execution.
Multiple questions are usually listed per screen, but you can also find less or more of them,
depending on the setting by the teacher (which also depends on the number of questions).
To answer the questions referred to the picture below as an example, select one of the 4 radiobuttons offered and so on for all other questions until the end of the quiz.
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At the end of the quiz pressing "Return to attempt" allows the student to change later the answer
or put the answer that for the moment is considered valid. To navigate from one page to another
of the quiz, click "Previous/Next page" or the page number. The button "Submit all and finish"
closes completely the quiz without any possibility of further change. It is the key that must be
clicked to the exhaustion of available questions and then to the final phase of the quiz when you
are certain of the responses given (see the picture below).

This is the message that appears after clicking on the button "Submit all and finish ".
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After completion of the quiz, you will be taken automatically to the quiz summary screen with a
general overview of the result obtained.
At the beginning of the displayed page there is the summary of the result obtained.

Scrolling down the page you can view the answers given during the quiz with feedback entered by
the teacher (usually placed in case of wrong answers).
As for running a test, a task, a report, etc., of the course you have to click on the link within the
topic, or from the block "Upcoming events" in the “Dashboard” page and then on the related link.
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Here is the page of the delivery of an exam task immediately after clicking on the title.

The button "Add submission" allows the student to be able to upload the text in any format (which
can be done simply with 'drag and drop') for its assessment by the teacher: just upload the text,
press "Save changes" and the session is ended.

The button “Edit submission” is useful to make a new upload of the document replacing the one
previously loaded (this mode is however permitted only if enabled by the teacher and therefore is
not available).
Besides within a section relating to the execution of an examination, a task, a report, etc., of the
course, support materials can be made available by the teacher as, for example, the exam text,
additional handouts, guidelines.
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These support files are very important for the execution of an examination and the student has to
check and use them for performing the test.
Here is the page where the support materials are made available for the consultation and the
download.
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